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audit and risk committee charter

1.

INTRODUCTION:

The Local Government Act 2009 does not require Cook Shire Council to establish an audit
committee; however, best practice Council operations require an effective and efficient
internal audit function process. This Charter establishes the authority and responsibility
conferred by Council to the Audit and Risk Committee, and incorporates the internal audit
duty requirements of the Local Government Act 2009 and relevant legislation. It is the
purpose of the Charter to define the function, scope, operating and reporting parameters
for the Committee.
1.1
Risk:
The Committee will monitor the implementation of Council’s risk management
framework and its application, focusing on appropriate risk management
approaches. The committee will focus on the overall framework for risk
management, focusing on the management and review of strategic risks, setting risk
appetite and ensuring that appropriate controls exist for catastrophic/high risks.
1.2
Governance:
The Committee will assess and make recommendations regarding Council
governance processes across all aspects of Council’s operations, ensuring that a
strong compliant governance framework exists. This includes ensuring that an
appropriate framework of best practice policies and procedures exist across the
organisation.
1.3
Audit:
The Committee will conduct internal audit functions to determine if the
organisations network of governance, risk management and control processes used
by management are adequate. The Committee will cooperate with all external audits
undertaken by compliance oversight agencies.
1.4
Compliance:
The Committee will drive compliance and quality improvement throughout the
organisation at a strategic level through:


Setting in place and reviewing the effectiveness of a framework for
legislative compliance;



Setting in place and reviewing the effectiveness of a continuous quality
improvement framework.
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Audit and Risk
Committee

Risk Management
Principles

Audit

2.

Risk

Governanc
e

THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE:

2.1
Membership of the Committee:
Council’s three-person Audit and Risk Committee will consist of two Councillors appointed
by Council resolution. One Independent Member.
The Mayor, Chief Executive Officer and Director Operational Business Services are invited to
attend all meetings as permanent attendees; however, they have no voting rights.
Non-permanent invitees will be requested to attend Committee meetings for the purpose of
providing information to the Committee.
The term of membership for internal members will be three years.
The term of the Independent Member will be two years.
2.2
How members of the Committee are appointed:
All Committee members, including the Chair, are appointed by Council resolution. The
Independent Member is recruited via a request for quotation process and appointed by
Council resolution.
2.3
How members are removed:
Members can only be removed by a Council resolution.
The Independent Member may be removed as per the conditions outlined in the Letter of
Appointment to the Committee.
2.4
Appointment of the independent member of the Committee:
The independent member will be appointed via a request for quotation to fill the role. The
independent member must have significant skills and experience in the area of finance. The
appointment is for a period of two years.
2.5

Appointment of Councillors as alternate members
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In addition to the formal membership of the Committee, as detailed in clause 2.1, Council
will appoint by Council resolution two Councillors as alternate members to the Committee.
The role of the alternate members will be to attend Committee Meetings on an “as required
basis” should a member Councillor be unable to attend.

3.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE MEETINGS:

3.1
Frequency of meetings:
The Committee should meet four times per year, and additionally as required necessary by
the Chair.
3.2
Notice of meetings to be provided:
Notice of meetings will be via Councils standard meeting notice procedure.
Business papers and agendas will be provided no less than five days prior to the meeting
date.
The Manager Governance and Risk will act as the secretary of the Committee and act in
consultation with the Chair as to create the appropriate business papers, agendas and
minutes.
3.3
Quorum:
A quorum shall consist of at least two voting members.
3.4
Voting:
All voting members will have one vote. Members cannot abstain from a vote called by the
Chair.
3.5

Reporting:

The Committee will report to Council via a report to Council’s Ordinary Meeting. The report
will be presented as soon as is practical to the next Ordinary Council meeting after the
Committee meeting.

4.

THE ROLE AND PURPOSE OF AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE:
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The role and function of the Committee is to provide independent, objective assurance 1 and
advice designed to add value and improve the organisation’s operations. It helps the
organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to
evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, audit control and governance
processes.
The Committee’s role is to be sufficiently comprehensive to regularly audit/review all facets
of Council’s operations, having regard to the functions and duties imposed on Council. An
effective Committee will provide Council and the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) with:
4.1

Management orientated appraisals of Council functions and activities to
determine their appropriateness in the context of Council objectives
(including, but not restricted to accounting and financial management
information, performance monitoring and control systems).

4.2

Reviews of the reliability of accounting and financial and risk management, an
assessment of the systems of internal control, an evaluation of compliance
with relevant legislation, local law, local law policies, Council policies,
operating guidelines and delegations and the protection of the assets and
resources under the control of Council.

4.3

Independent and confidential advice on action to be taken to improve
operational effectiveness, efficiency and economy.

4.4

Follow up appraisals, where appropriate, regarding action taken by
operational management as a result of audit recommendations.

4.5

Review of program/support plan performance criteria and performance
indicators for relevance, reliability and accuracy at such other times as may
be appropriate.

4.6

Management orientated evaluation of programs/support plans to determine
that legislation, local law, local law policies, Council policies, and
program/support plan objectives and strategies remain appropriate and are
being achieved; whether resources are optimally allocated across
programs/support plans and optimally utilised within each program/support
plan; and that the strategic management system ensures accountability of
programs/support plans in line with the strategic direction as set by Council in
the Corporate Plan.

This Charter also recognises that the Committee may be called upon to act as an
appropriate entity under the Public Interest Disclosure Act.

1

Assurance services involve the internal auditor’s objective assessment of evidence to provide an independent
opinion or conclusions regarding a process, system or other subject matter. The nature and scope of the
assurance engagement are determined by the internal auditor.
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INDEPENDENCE AND THE POSITION OF COMMITTEE:

The Committee has independent status within the Council and for that purpose:
5.1

All Internal Audit staff and service providers report to the CEO, who reports:
• Functionally for operations to the Audit and Risk Management Committee2
through the Chair; and
• Administratively to Council.

5.2

Subject to 3.1, shall be independent of any section or officer or employee of
Council.

5.3

Shall have no executive or managerial powers, functions, authorities or duties
except those relating to the management of the internal audit function.

5.4

Shall not be involved in the day to day operation of Council, nor in the
internal operational checking systems of Council except those relating to the
administrative and management of the audit activities.

5.5

Shall not be responsible for the designing, installing or maintaining systems,
procedures or controls, but will advise on these matters and provide
assurance to management that completed systems will contribute to the
achievement of the intended corporate objectives. If, however, an officer of
the Committee is involved in the detailed development or implementation of
a system, then any post implementation review should, as far as possible, be
conducted by another committee member or by staff entirely independent of
the Committee.

5.6

May have an observer/adviser status on steering committees, formed to
co‐ordinate financial/information systems design and implementation, at the
discretion of the Chief Audit Executive.

5.7

The Committee is required to report any major restrictions on the scope of
the Charter, impairments, resource issues and any conflicts of interests to the
Chair of the Audit and Risk Management Committee and the Chief Executive
Officer.

2

Audit and Risk Management Committee is a committee established by Council under the Local Government
Act 2009. The Audit and Risk Management Committee reports to Council.
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AUTHORITY:
6.1

The Committee has no direct responsibility or authority over, any of the
activities which it audits. Therefore, the audits and evaluations do not in any
way relieve other persons in Council of the responsibilities assigned to them.

6.2

The Committee shall generally undertake projects in accordance with
programs/plans approved by the Audit and Risk Management Committee but
shall also conduct such further unscheduled projects as the CEO considers
desirable. Due consideration should also be given to the views of the Audit
and Risk Management Committee and Department Heads in regard to
suitable projects. The nature and scope of each project will be left to the
professional judgment of the Chair of the Committee.

6.3

The Committee is authorised to review all areas of Council and to have full,
free, and unrestricted access to all Council's activities, records (both manual
and electronic), property, and personnel. Council activities include entities
over which Council has direct management, sponsorship or financial control.

6.4

All employees shall co‐operate fully in making available any material or
information reasonably requested by internal auditors. Further, all employees
are expected to bring to the attention of the Committee any suspected
situation involving improper activity or non‐compliance with applicable
policies, plans, procedures, laws or regulations, of which they have
knowledge.

6.5

It is the policy of Council that all internal audit activities remain free of
influence by any organisational elements. This will include such matters as
scope of internal audit programs, the frequency and timing of examinations
and the content of internal audit reports.

6.6

For approved areas of internal audit, evaluation and review, where the
Committee does not possess all the necessary experience/skills, additional
internal or external resources may be utilised subject to approval by CEO.

RELATIONSHIP TO EXTERNAL AUDIT:

The Committee shall cooperate fully with the Auditor-General and the appointed external
auditor in respect of any internal audits undertaken by the Internal Audit Branch. Council
currently outsources its internal audit function, all internal audit reports and information
available from Council’s engaged internal auditor will be provided to Council’s external
auditor. Council will ensure that the internal auditor is appropriately authorised to discuss
internal audits with Council’s external auditor.
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To ensure that the Committee is aware of all matters associated with its functional
responsibilities, the Committee is to be supplied with copies of all relevant correspondence
received from external audit and Queensland Audit Office.

8.

RESPONSIBILITIES AND SCOPE OF INTERNAL AUDIT ACTIVITIES:
8.1

The scope of internal auditing is to determine whether the organisation’s
network of governance, risk management and control processes, as designed
and represented by management, are adequate and functioning in an
effective manner to achieve the organisation’s strategic objectives. It
includes, but is not necessarily limited to:
8.1.1

Reviewing the reliability and integrity of financial and
operating information and the means used to identify, measure,
classify and report such information.

8.1.2

Reviewing the systems established to ensure compliance with those
policies, plans, procedures, laws and regulations which could have a
significant impact on operations and reports and whether the
organisation is in compliance. Internal Audit should also be
pro‐active in offering advice to management in regards to the
implications of future legislation, policy and industry changes.

8.1.3

Reviewing the means of safeguarding assets and, where appropriate,
verifying the existence of such assets.

8.1.4

Reviewing and appraising the economy and efficiency with which
resources are employed, identify opportunities to improve operating
performance, and recommend solutions where appropriate.

8.1.5

Contributing to the corporate management process by assessing and
reporting the relevance, reliability and adequacy of management
data and performance indicators and reviewing operations or
programs to ascertain whether results are consistent with
established objectives and goals and whether the operations or
programs are being carried out as planned.

8.1.6

Coordinating audit work with external auditors to assure adequate
coverage, preventing a duplication of effort and ensuring the
effective use of audit resources.

8.1.7

Participating (in an advisory role) in the planning, design,
development, implementation and operation of major
computer‐based systems to determine whether:
(i)
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(ii)

Thorough system testing is performed at appropriate stages.

(iii)

System documentation is complete and accurate.

(iv)

The needs of the user are met.

8.1.8

Conducting periodic internal audits of computer service centres and
make post installation evaluations of major data processing systems
to determine whether these systems meet their intended purposes,
requirements and objectives.

8.1.9

Reviewing compliance with Council's guidelines for ethical business
conduct and promote high standards of personal and Council
performance through the promotion of a Council Code of Conduct.

8.1.10

Internal auditing's core role with regard to Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) is to provide objective assurance to the Council
on the effectiveness of the organisation's ERM activities to help
ensure key business risks are being managed appropriately and that
the system of internal control is operating effectively.

8.1.11

Conduct internal audit projects of Council activities as directed by
the CEO.

8.1.12

Follow up the implementation of audit recommendations.

The scope of internal audit function extends to include all departments,
programs, sub‐programs, functions, funded schemes and entities over which
Council has direct management, sponsorship or financial control.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DETECTING AND REPORTING IRREGULARITIES:
9.1

The Committee is not legally or professionally responsible for preventing
irregularities (which include fraud, other illegal acts and errors). In order to
facilitate the fraud and corruption prevention function, the Committee
should be informed of any special investigation, fraud, theft or other
suspected cases of misappropriation.

9.2

The responsibility for prevention of irregularities rests with Council and
management through the implementation and continued operation of an
adequate internal control system. Internal auditors are responsible for
examining and evaluating the adequacy and the effectiveness of actions
taken by management to fulfil this obligation.

9.3

However, in exercising due professional care, internal auditors should be alert
to the possibility of irregularities and those conditions and activities where
irregularities are most likely to occur. Due care implies reasonable care and
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competence, not infallibility, nor extraordinary performance. It requires
internal auditors to conduct examinations and verifications to a reasonable
extent.

10.

9.4

The CEO has a responsibility to report irregularities to the Committee.

9.5

The CEO is responsible for reporting any irregularities according to the
provisions of the Local Government Act, the Crime and Corruption Act and
any other statutory regulations that may come into force from time to time.
In this regard the Committee will fulfil the liaison officer’s role to the Crime
and Corruption Commission.

INTERNAL AUDIT APPROACH:
10.1

The Committee will adopt an integrated3 risk based approach to allocating
resources and planning.

10.1

Risk Profile, Three Year Strategic and Annual Internal Audit Plans:

10.3

10.2.1

The Committee, in consultation with management, will develop a
risk profile for each area within Council so that greater audit
attention can be directed to areas of higher risk.

10.2.2

Based on the risk assessment, the general direction of Council's
internal audit activities over the medium term is to be documented
in the Three Year Strategic Internal Audit Plan. This plan shall be
reviewed by the CEO and approved by the Audit and Risk
Management Committee. The Plan will also be reviewed annually to
take account of any change in circumstances.

10.2.3

The Annual Audit Plan projects may include financial, compliance,
performance, due diligence, information systems, program
evaluation, operational audits and other approaches as deemed
appropriate, given the resources and also the priorities established
through the risk assessment process and other more recent
considerations.

Responsibilities and Auditing Standards4:

3

Combines aspects of auditing to include or exclude any aspect based on risk
Standards includes as follows: The Institute of Internal Auditors’ Core Principles for the Professional Practice,
Definition of Internal Auditing, Code of Ethics and the International Standards for Professional Practice
(Standards). This also includes the Information Systems Audit and Control Association’s Statements on
Information Systems Auditing Standards.
4
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10.3.1

The Committee will discharge its responsibilities in accordance with
this document and the Standards with the proviso that this
document shall not be overridden by the Standards, should a
conflicting interpretation arise.

10.3.2

Specific standards which are to be followed include:


Members must maintain an independent outlook and must
ensure their independence to plan, investigate and report with
honesty and objectivity.



Projects are to be performed by or under the control of a
suitably skilled, experienced and competent person(s).



Findings and recommendations or suggestions are developed
and documented with due care during the course of each
engagement, such that the reporting process is expedited.



Regular quality assurance reviews of project plans, reports and
working papers are carried out.



Information acquired during the course of work must not be
used and/or conveyed for purposes outside the scope of Internal
Audit's approved responsibilities.

REPORTING ACCOUNTABILITY:
11.1

Internal Audit Report:
11.1.1

A draft report shall be prepared and issued under the authority of
the Chair of the Committee to the Department Head/Business
Manager as soon as possible after the completion of an internal
audit project. The draft report will include comments and action
plans by the operational manager5 where appropriate.

11.1.2

The Department Head/Business Manager receiving the draft internal
audit report should respond within five (5) working days or such
longer period as may be determined between the Department
Head/Business Manager and the Committee Chair. This response is
to indicate what actions are to be taken or planned, a responsible
officer and a timetable for the anticipated completion of these

5

Operational Manager is the manager who is responsible for the area under audit, and in normal
circumstances would be a manager of a branch (other than the Internal Audit Branch), however it may be the
department manager where the audit is across more than one branch.
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actions in regard to the specific findings and recommendations in the
draft internal audit report.

12.

11.1.3

A final audit report will be prepared and issued by the Committee to
the CEO and will include the comments and action plans as per the
response of the Department Head/Business Manager. If a response is
not received by the due date Committee is required to issue the
draft as the final internal audit report with a comment in relation to
the non-response.

11.1.4

As well as the final report to the CEO, copies will be provided to the
relevant Department Head/Business Manager and other officers as
appropriate. An indication will be given as to whether the person
receiving the report should be taking action or securing action in
relation to the report, or merely receiving the report for information.

11.1.5

A copy of this report will also be forwarded to Committee Members,
Mayor, Deputy Mayor and Audit Committee attendees, as per the
approved agenda list.

11.2

The Committee may also advise the Auditor‐General, Queensland Audit
Office, or the Auditor‐General’s delegate/contractor about any internal audit
findings as appropriate or if requested.

11.3

A summary of audit recommendations, action taken and action outstanding
will be included in an Internal Audit Branch Activities Report, to be sent on a
quarterly basis to the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, CEO and the Audit and Risk
Management Committee Members and Attendees.

MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION:
12.1

The Department Head/Business Manager is responsible for seeing that action
is either planned or taken within thirty (30) working days from receipt of the
final audit report on recommendations made or deficient conditions reported
by auditors (internal and external). Recommendations are considered
outstanding until they are implemented and or hold a status of ‘no further
action required’. Any recommendations that have not been actioned within
the agreed timeframe will be reported to and followed through by the CEO.

12.2

If the Department Head/Business Manager foresees difficulties implementing
the recommendations within the time frame, the manager should advise the
Internal Audit Branch regarding the cause of delay and the revised
implementation schedule.
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Upon implementation of the recommendations, a written report should be
sent by the responsible officer to the relevant Department Head/Business
Manager and a copy be sent to Internal Audit Branch.

QUALITY ASSURANCE:
13.1

Internal Audit Work: In order to ensure that the quality of internal audit
work is consistently maintained at a high standard, the Committee Chair
should establish and maintain a quality assurance program. This program is to
include:
13.1.1

Developing a comprehensive work reporting arrangement.

13.1.2

Maintaining a regular review of internal audit plans, reports and
working papers.

13.1.3

Maintaining effective communication links with the Audit and Risk
Management Committee members, CEO, managers, external
auditors and the Queensland Audit Office.

13.1.4

Arranging and providing ongoing staff training as appropriate.

13.1.5

Issue necessary oral and written directions and maintain written
policies and procedures to assist and direct staff in the performance
of their duties.

13.1.6

Disclose Internal Audit non‐conformance of the Standards to the
Audit and Risk Management Committee.

13.1.7

Internal Audit and service providers have to confirm and sign an
Institute of Internal Auditors Code of Ethics and Conflict of Interest
Statement every financial year and forward it to the Audit and Risk
Management Committee Chairperson.

13.1.8

A review of the Internal Audit Charter every financial year and
submit it to the Audit and Risk Management Committee if changes
are made requiring approval. If no changes are required to the
charter only report that the review has taken place.

The Committee will have the following functions regarding risk:
14.1

Ensure that the Enterprise Risk Management System is appropriate for the
needs of Council and that reasonable assurance can be provided to Council
that risks are being managed appropriately (within the agreed risk appetite of
the organisation).
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14.2

Advise on and update Council’s Corporate Risk Register. This includes
undertaking reviews and revisions of the Register. The focus of review will be
on strategic risks and high/catastrophic operational risks.

14.3

Audit the effectiveness of the overall risk management system of Council.

14.4

Develop and agree on the risk appetite of Council with respect to strategic
and operational risks.

14.5

Review the findings of any examinations by regulatory agencies or auditing
bodies regarding organisational risk.

14.6

Advise on the construction and implementation of Council’s suite of risk
management policies and procedures.

GOVERNANCE:

The Committee will have the following functions regarding governance:
15.1

Ensure that Council’s strategic objectives are clear and advise on appropriate
resources to be allocated to ensure effective service delivery.

15.2

Ensure that an effective system exists by which all Council policies,
procedures and other controlled documents are regularly reviewed to ensure
they are best practice.

15.3

Assist in the development of appropriate governance systems, and ensure
these systems are operating in accordance with legislative requirements:


Complaints and Feedback Management Process



Councillor Complaints Process



Councillor Conduct



Public Interest Disclosure Policies/Processes

15.4

Advise on the governance framework to ensure high standards of
professional conduct, accountability and ethical practices are adhered to.

15.5

Ensure that the following principles underpin the governance framework:


Strong leadership



Accountability and probity



Compliance with legislation



Performance improvement
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COMPLIANCE:

The Committee will have the following functions regarding compliance:
16.1

Ensure Council’s strategic objectives are clear and advise on appropriate
resources to be allocated to ensure effective service delivery.

16.2

Ensure an appropriate legislative compliance framework, register and
reporting is developed that drives compliance in all aspects of Council’s
operations.

16.3

Assist and provide advice on the development of assurance mapping through
Council’s operations to ensure all areas of compliance are captured and that
reasonable assurance exists.

THIS POLICY IS TO REMAIN IN FORCE UNTIL OTHERWISE DETERMINED BY COUNCIL
Officer Responsible for Review:
Adoption Date:
Review Date:
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Risk management POlICY
INTENT
 The purpose of this policy is to ensure that sound risk management practices and
procedures are fully integrated into strategic and operational planning processes with the
aim of managing risk in all activities, to maximise opportunities and to minimise adverse
outcomes.
 This policy aims to embed a culture of risk awareness throughout the organisation.

SCOPE
This policy applies to all staff. All staff are obligated to ensure that they have taken
reasonable care to make informed decisions based on an analysis of foreseeable risks,
opportunities and their impact on their health and safety, the implementation of Council
strategies and the attainment of organisational objectives.

DEFINITIONS
TERM

DEFINITION

Risk

ISO 31000:2018 defines risk as the effect of uncertainty on
objectives. In simple terms, risk is the probability that
something will occur, and it is measured in terms of
consequence (what is the impact of an event if it occurs) and
likelihood (how likely is it that an event will take place).

Risk management

ISO 31000:2018 defines risk management as coordinated
activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to
risk.

Staff

Staff are defined as employees (permanent, part time, casual
etc), contractors, work experience and volunteers.
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PROVISIONS
Council recognises that management has a responsibility to identify and address all threats
and opportunities associated with:
 the provision of a safe and healthy operating environment for all employees, the
general public and other stakeholders involved with the provision and use of Council
services; and,
 the prudent management of property and resources.
Management undertakes to ensure that the risks associated with all services and facilities
are formally identified, assessed and managed in accordance with the principles outlined in
the ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management standard.
Risk Management Framework:
This Policy will be supported by a Risk Management Framework that will:
 Ensure Council's strategic direction is appropriately articulated within the social,
economic, political, legal and regulatory environment in which the organisation
operates;
 Convey Council’s Risk Management policy, approach and attitude towards risk;
 Establish the roles and responsibilities for managing risk;
 Provide a mechanism to identify key priorities (in terms of risk levels) and the
allocation of resources effectively and efficiently to reduce these risks to acceptable
levels;
 Articulate Council’s commitment to the periodic review of risks and continual
improvement of the risk management process;
 Provide a means to demonstrate decision making to meet the requirements and
expectations of both internal and external stakeholders;
 Equip Council with a system that maximises the value from assets, projects and
other service opportunities;
 Encourages innovation towards the exploration of new service delivery and revenue
generation. Aim to ensure an environment of risk awareness exists and a willingness
to manage risk at all levels is promoted; and
 Strive to continuously improve performance through a continuous quality
improvement mentality at all levels of the organisation.
The Risk Register:
The risk register is an enabling tool that allows staff to document, manage, monitor, review
and update strategic, corporate and operational risk information. The risk register provides a
mechanism for staff, management and executive management to monitor and review risks in
alignment with the strategic plan, a section's operational plans and any other cascading
plans.
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Information from the risk management process is recorded, reported and monitored using
Council’s risk register that enables management and staff to record risk information within
their areas of responsibility.
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Escalation of concerns relating to risks
Concerns relating risks for specific divisions and sections are initially escalated to the
Director and Executive Management.
An action plan/treatment plan should be implemented, documented and retained within the
Risk Register by the Responsible Manager and reviewed by the Director.
If risks are inappropriately managed by specific divisions and sections, the Manager Risk
and Governance has the authority to escalate directly to the Chief Executive Officer and the
Audit and Risk Committee any concerns including new emerging risks and trends.
Risk Review and Reporting Framework
Council is committed to ensuring that new risks are dealt with quickly, while existing risks are
reviewed in a systematic manner to ensure internal controls are still operating effectively. To
do so, Council will adopt the following review and escalation process:
Risk
Rating

Standard
Risk
Review
Timeframe (Existing Risks)

Proposed Action & Escalation Plan (Newly
Identified Risks)

Low
Severity
SR1

18 Months
Identified risks are reviewed at
least once within an 18-month
period to determine the continued
functioning of Internal Controls
and determine the risk rating is
still appropriate in light of the
assessment on the review date.
12 Months
Identified risks are reviewed at
least once within a 12-month
period to determine the continued
functioning of Internal Controls
and determine if the risk rating is
still appropriate in light of the
assessment on the review date.

Be aware of the risk and manage it locally and,
where appropriate, maintain current controls.
This includes the review of existing internal
controls and the investigation into new internal
controls.

Medium
Severity
SR2
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Escalate your relevant Manager who will
manage the risk locally, review current controls,
and develop an appropriate mitigation strategy.
Where controls fail or are deemed inadequate
the Manager will prepare a management plan
for review by the relevant Director. Director will
be informed regularly by Manager until risk is
reduced to acceptable levels.
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High
Severity
SR3

9 Months
Identified risks are reviewed at
least once within a 9-month
period to determine the continued
functioning of Internal Controls
and determine if the risk rating is
still appropriate in light of the
assessment on the review date.

Very
High
Severity
SR4

6 Months
Identified risks are reviewed at
least once within a 6-month
period to determine the continued
functioning of Internal Controls
and determine is the rating is still
appropriate in light of the
assessment on the review date

20 March 2019

Escalation Process
Escalate to the relevant Director within two (2)
business days of identifying the risk. Risk
Mitigation Plan developed, and CEO will
approve the Risk Mitigation Plan, and this is to
be implemented within 6 months of approval.
For Financial and Strategic Risks, the CEO will
be informed by the Director who in turn will
notify the Audit and Risk Committee and the
Council respectively and present the mitigation
plan. Director will update the CEO and
Executive Management on the progress of the
mitigation plan until risk levels are reduced to
acceptable levels
Escalation Process
Escalate immediately to the relevant Director
who will inform the CEO and establish an action
plan within 24 — 72 hours of escalation.
CEO will approve the Risk Mitigation Plan and
there will be immediate commencement of the
implementation of the approved Risk Mitigation
Plan.
For Financial and Strategic risks, the CEO will
inform the Audit and Risk Committee and the
Council respectively and present the Risk
Mitigation Plan. Risk will be closely monitored by
Executive Management until it is reduced to
acceptable levels and provide regular updates to
the Audit and Risk Committee and the Council.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

RESPONSIBILITY

Council

 Annually review and consider Council’s risk profile and risk
appetite to ensure it supports the achievement of the
organisation's strategic plan, including determining the nature
and extent of risks Council is prepared to tolerate in the pursuit
of its objectives.
 Review, endorse and oversee the risk management framework
and satisfy itself that it continues to be sound and that the
organisation is operating within the risk appetite set by the
Council.
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 To determine the appropriate Corporate plan in conjunction
with the overall risk management plan and risk appetite to
ensure Council operates effectively while limiting undue or
unnecessary risk.
Audit and Risk Committee

 Oversee and review the effectiveness of the Council' systems
of internal control and risk management and seek to gain
assurance that risks that are detrimental to the achievement of
strategic objectives have been and will continue to be identified
and managed.
 Report the results of the review of the Council' internal controls
and risk management systems to the Council and recommend
any actions resulting from such reviews.
 Review and approve any statements to be included in the
Annual Report concerning internal controls and risk
management.
 Annually review the Internal Audit plan and consider its
continued suitability in light of identified risks.

Executive Management

 Ensure policies and procedures are implemented and observed
to maintain the effectiveness of the system of risk management
and internal control and that there are appropriate processes
for responding to incidents, risks and hazards in a timely
manner.
 Undertake and present reviews of the system of internal control
and risk management to the Audit and Risk Committee.
 Report to the Audit and Risk Committee on any legal and
regulatory requirements and high risks that are material to
Council.
 Planning and monitoring obligations in relation to internal
control structures and risk management processes and
reporting to the Audit and Risk Committee. Oversee the
implementation of the Internal Audit plan in response to risks
identified.

Managers and Team leaders

 Manage risks (identifying, assessing, monitoring and reviewing,
communicating and reporting) that may impact on their
operational objectives.
 Provide oversight of the operational risks, including reviewing
and approving the operational risks registers, and reviewing the
adequacy and effectiveness of the controls and treatments,
particularly for high and very high risks.
 Consider operational risks that have been escalated within their
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area of responsibility, including any treatments to mitigate
adverse impacts and maximize opportunities.
 Escalate operational risks that are high or very high or those
that cannot be managed locally (including risks that require
coordination between areas) to Executive Management. Staff
will be required to assist Management with the development of
risk treatments and approved implementation.
Staff

 All employees are required to comply with the Council Risk
Management policy and apply risk management processes in
accordance to the Council Risk Management Framework within
their work unit.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
 Risk Register
 Risk Management Framework

REFERENCES, LEGISLATION AND GUIDELINES
 ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management: Principles and Guidelines
 Local Government Act 2009 (QLD)
 Local Government Regulations 2012 (QLD)

IMPLEMENTATION/COMMUNICATION
This policy will be communicated to all staff as part of the induction process and retained on
the Council Intranet. All updates to policies and procedure are announced on the Council
Intranet site. Training with at least an annual workshop per section will be facilitated as
required to communicate updates and raise staff awareness of Risk Management processes
at Council.
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THIS POLICY IS TO REMAIN IN FORCE UNTIL OTHERWISE DETERMINED BY COUNCIL
Officer Responsible for Review:

Manager Risk and Governance

Adoption Date:

20 March 2019

Review Date:

30 June 2021
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Release Notice
Document
name

Cook Shire Council - Risk Management Framework version 1.0

Sponsor

Director Organisational Business Services

Approved by

Chief Executive Officer

Description

The following document has been developed by the Cook Shire
Council to illustrate how risk management is embedded in our
organisational systems to enable its integration at all levels and
work contexts. It describes the key principles, elements and
processes to guide staff in effectively managing risk as part of their
day-to-day decision-making and service delivery practices.
For further information please contact:
Director Organisational Business
Services
Cook Shire Council

Contact details

Eric Brown
Phone | 07 4082 0525
Email | ebrown@cook.qld.gov.au
Website | www.cook.qld.gov.au
Address | 10 Furneaux Street (PO Box 3), Cooktown, Qld, 4895
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1. INTRODUCTION
Risk management is an integral part of an organisation’s culture and it is reflected in its policies,
systems and processes. The risk consciousness extends towards strategic business planning,
performance management and governance to ensure comprehensive financial management
and efficient service delivery.
A systematic approach to risk management embodies the management of risks – identifying,
assessing and controlling them. Risk management forms the crux of good management practice
and effective corporate governance and is essential to ensure decisions are made with sufficient
information about risks and opportunities. Through the identification of risks, the organisation is
pinpointing any threats or opportunities that impinge on its strategic goals and objectives.
Informed decisions need to be made whether to accept, transfer or mitigate risk in the context of
achieving strategic goals and objectives.
The Cook Shire Council Risk Management Framework is implemented through two foundational
documents;
1. ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management - Guidelines, and
2. Cook Shire Council Risk Management Policy.
According to ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management - Guidelines risk is defined as the ‘effect of
uncertainty on objectives’. In simple terms, risk is the probability that something will occur, and it
is measured in terms of likelihood (how likely is it that an event will take place) and
consequence (what is the impact of an event if it occurs).
ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management - Guidelines defines risk management as ‘coordinated
activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to risk’. An effective risk management
approach requires consistency, standardisation and an integration of all activities that are
relevant to risk namely strategic, operational, planning, performance, clinical and financial
management.
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2. PURPOSE
The purpose of this framework is to provide clear guidance and instructions on how to manage
risks. This is achieved by explaining how risks are identified, assessed, treated and reported
throughout the organisation.
The Framework also aims to:
 Ensure Councils’ strategic direction is appropriately articulated within the social,
economic, political, legal and regulatory environment which the organisation operates;
 Convey Councils’ Risk Management policy, approach and attitude towards risk;
 Establish the roles and responsibilities for managing risk;
 Provide a mechanism to identify key priorities (in terms of risk levels) and the allocation
of resources effectively and efficiently to reduce these risks to acceptable levels;
 Articulate Councils’ commitment to the periodic review of risks and continual
improvement of the risk management process;
 Provide a means to demonstrate evidence-based decision making to meet the
requirements and expectations of both internal and external stakeholders; and
 Equip Council with information towards the visualisation of how to maximise the value
from assets, projects and other service opportunities and to assist in continuous quality
improvement of services. It encourages innovation towards the exploration of new
service delivery and revenue generation.

3.
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3. RISK MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Risk governance refers to the mechanisms that ensure accountability and authority for the
management of risk (identifying, assessing, treating and monitoring and reviewing risks),
implementation, maintenance and continuous improvement of the risk management framework
and providing risk management assurance. The table below outlines the responsibility at each
level:
Responsible
Officer

Responsibility

Council

 Annually review and consider Councils’ risk profile and risk appetite to
ensure it supports the achievement of the organisation's strategic plan,
including determining the nature and extent of risks Council is prepared to
tolerate in the pursuit of its objectives.
 Review, endorse and oversee the risk management framework and satisfy
itself that it continues to be sound and that the organisation is operating
within the risk appetite set by Council.
 To determine the appropriate strategic business plan in conjunction with
the overall risk management plan and risk appetite to ensure Council
operates effectively while limiting undue or unnecessary risk.

Audit and Risk
Committee

 Oversee and review the effectiveness of the Councils' systems of internal
control and risk management and seek to gain assurance that risks that
are material to the achievement of strategic objectives have been and will
continue to be identified and managed.
 Report the results of the review of the Councils' internal controls and risk
management systems to the Council and recommend any actions
resulting from such reviews.
 Review and approve any statements to be included in the Annual Report
concerning internal controls and risk management.
 Annually review the Internal Audit plan and consider its continued
suitability in light of identified risks.

Executive
Management

 Ensure policies and procedures are implemented and observed to
maintain the effectiveness of the system of risk management and internal
control and that there are appropriate processes for responding to
incidents, risks and hazards in a timely manner.
 Undertake and present reviews of the system of internal control and risk
management to the Audit and Risk Committee.
 Report to the Audit and Risk Committee on any legal and regulatory
requirements and high risks that are material to Council.
 Assist the Audit and Risk Committee to plan and monitor obligations in
relation to internal control structures and risk management processes.
Oversee the implementation of the Internal Audit plan in response to risks
identified.
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Managers and
Team leaders

 Manage risks (identifying, assessing, monitoring and reviewing,
communicating and reporting) that may impact on their operational
objectives.
 Provide oversight of the operational risks, including reviewing and
approving the operational risks registers, and reviewing the adequacy and
effectiveness of the controls and treatments, particularly for high and very
high risks.
 Consider operational risks that have been escalated within their area of
responsibility, including any treatments to mitigate adverse impacts and
maximize opportunities.
 Escalate operational risks that are high or very high or those that cannot
be managed locally (including risks that require coordination between
areas) to Executive Management.

Staff

 All employees are required to comply with the Cook Shire Council Risk
Management policy and apply risk management processes in accordance
with this Risk Management Framework within their work unit.

4.
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COUNCIL RISK HIERARCHY
Councils' planning system cascades from its strategic plan through to business and operational
plans, through to the work unit and is condensed into individual performance development
plans. The planning process allows for each Section, work unit and individual to undertake an
analysis regarding emerging or known risks that may impact on the organisation’s purpose and
objectives.
The Framework has three levels of risk – strategic, corporate and operational. The risk
hierarchy defines accountability for identifying, treating, monitoring, communicating and
managing risks throughout the organisation.
The risk hierarchy in Figure 1 illustrates the different types of plans and their relationship with
the three levels of risk hierarchy.
Figure 1. Council Risk Management Hierarchy

Strategic
Plan

Identified through
e.g. Program Plans,
Divisional
Operational Plans

Servic e De livery I mprovem ent

Ri sk Sys tems

RISK HIERARCHY

Identified through e.g.
Project Plans and Work Plans

Ri sk G overnance
Communi cation and Lear ni ng
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Figure 1. Risk Hierarchy

Plan

Risk Hierarchy

Community Plan, Corporate Plan

Strategic Risks

 The Community Plan and Corporate  Risks that may have a positive or

Plan describes the organisations
purpose and direction. It identifies key
priorities and strategies to achieve 
objectives and sets the agenda for the
next four-year planning cycle.

negative effect on achieving the
strategic goals and objectives.
Also includes inter-agency and
whole-of-industry/health
services
risks, as well as high and very high
risks
that
may
affect
the
achievement of objectives across
more than one division.
 Risks at this level affect the
decisions made by the Council and
organisational priorities, resource
allocation, and risk tolerance and its
acceptance thereof.

Operational Plan
 Annual

plans that identify the
organisations’ accountabilities in
implementing the strategic plan, key
strategies and targets. Plans are
developed through a process of
assessing the environment the
organisation operates and reviewing
past performance and risks to
determine upcoming challenges and
new priorities.

Corporate Risks
 Risks or opportunities that may

Responsibility
Council, Audit
and
Risk
Committee
and Executive
Management.

Executive
Management

affect achieving the objectives of
the
planned
outcomes
of
performance identified through
Operational Plan.

 At the Sectional level, risks may

transition into ‘business as usual’
upon program/project completion.

Major Project Plans


Plans that focus on an area of
strategic
importance
to
the
organisation to address a particular
issue.
Section Plans

 Plans

for implementing business
strategies, policies and initiatives to
achieve a desired outcome and
benefits of strategic importance.
 Involves the management of a group
of projects and activities that
together achieve the outcomes and
benefits.
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Operational Risks

 This can include planning conducted  Risks or opportunities that affect

by work units and to implement a
particular project.

plans flow from the business
plan and affect achieving project
deliverables.
 Risks at this level are likely to
relate to systems, resources and
processes.

Relevant
Director,
Manager,
supervisor
and staff


Individual Performance & Development 

Plans

 Individual
staff performance and  Staff

development processes - enable staff
to identify how their work contributes
to achieving their work unit’s
objectives.
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5. RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS
The Council risk management process is designed to facilitate evidence-based decision
making around matters concerning risk management. A robust approach is applied that
focuses on the use of risk assessments in a consistent manner and the use of common
language consistent with ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management - Guidelines.
The Risk Management Process (below) provides a detailed guide to support the effective
implementation of the Risk Management Framework.

RISK CONTEXT
Involves understanding the organisational/department/service objectives, and the nature of the external / internal
environment in which it operates.
Objectives:
To understand factors influencing the ability to achieve objectives.
To determine boundaries within which the risk management framework operates .
To define risk criteria to ensure risks are assessed in a consistent manner.

MONITORING AND REPORTING
Involves checking control effectiveness and
progress of any mitigation plans, determining
whether the risk profile has changed, whether
new risks have emerged.
Objective
To determine the currency of risk information
To identifying emerging risks
To provide feedback on control efficiency
and effectiveness.
To identify whether any further treatment is
required.
To provide a basis to reassess risk priorities
To capture data and identify any lessons to
learn from failures, near- misses and success.

RISK ASSESSMENT
Analysis
Identification

Identifying risks,
their source, root
cause and
potential
consequences

Comprehending
the nature of the
risk, determining
the level of risk
exposure
(likelihood and
consequence)

COMMUNICATION
Evaluation

Involves
comparing the risk
analysis with the
risk criteria to
determine
whether the risk is
acceptable /
tolerable.

Involves consulting all stakeholders (both
internal and external) and sharing
information throughout the risk
management process, vertically and
horizontally across the organisation.

Objectives:
Context is appropriately defined
Staff that are involved throughout the
risk process understand the basis for
decisions and actions required.
Lessons learnt are shared and
transferred to those who can benefit
from them.

RISK RESPONSE
This involves the selection of one or more options for mitigating (reducing) the Identified (inherent) risk, and reassessing
the level of risk once mitigation strategies (controls) are in place (residual risk).
Objectives:
To identify mitigation strategies for risks that fall outside Congress risk tolerance.
To provide an understanding of the residual risk (level of risk with controls and mitigation strategies in place).
To identify priority order in which individual risks should be treated , monitored and reviewed.
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6. RISK WORKSHOPS AND RISK
ASSESSMENTS
As part of the risk assessment and analysis process annual risk workshops are held at Council
with management and staff. Risk workshops are facilitated by the Manager Risk and Governance
to:
 Ensure existing risks which are recorded on the Risk Register are reviewed and assessed
against clause 11;
 Identify new and emerging risks for inclusion on the risk register; and,
 Promote discussions between team members and identify risks of which not all members of
the team may have been aware.
During the risk workshop each risk and related controls are discussed and evaluated.

7. RISK REGISTER
The Council Risk Register is an online system that enables Council to document, manage,
monitor, review and update strategic, corporate and operational risk information. The Council risk
register provides a mechanism for Executive Management to monitor and review risks in alignment
with the strategic plan, a section’s operational plans and any other cascading plans.
Information from risk workshops is recorded, reported and monitored using the Council Risk
Register.
A manual Risk Register template is provided in Appendix A as an exemplar for staff and can be
used during a risk workshop, however all risks are to be transferred and maintained through the
online Council Risk Register. Please contact the Manager Risk and Governance for assistance or
questions relating to the Council Risk Register.

8. RISK MATRIX
The Council Risk Matrix provides the framework for rating risks. Risk ratings are based on the
combination of the risk “likelihood” and the potential “consequences” of the risk. The matrix then
specifies the risk rating – low, medium, high or very high.
It also allows the articulation the organisation’s tolerance for risk, by allowing a determination as to
the level of risk that is acceptable for the organisation (risk appetite).
The risk severity level forms the basis for determining which risks need to be escalated, and their
timeframe for review. The risk severity level should align with the risk rating (see b).
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Unlikely
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Likely

Very
Likely

RISK RATING

LIKELIHOOD
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CONSEQUENCE

Minor

Moderate

Major

Extreme

Minor injury – no first aid
or medical treatment
required; Minor short to
mid-term disruption –
single site; no
environmental damage;
no media impact; no
financial loss

First Aid/Medical
Treatment; Significant
short to mid-term
disruption – single site;
Minor, short-term
environmental damage;
local media coverage;
Financial loss less than
$50,000

Serious injury/illness;
Significant short to
mid-term disruption –
multiple sites; midterm environmental
recovery; QLD media
coverage for more
than one day;
Financial loss between
$50,000 and $100,000

Death, major injury;
Extreme, long-term
disruption – multiple
sites; Long-term
environmental
damage; Major
national headlines;
Financial loss over
$100,000

Medium
(Severity Level 2)

High
(Severity Level 3)

Very High
(Severity Level 4)

Very High
(Severity Level 4)

Medium
(Severity Level 2)

High
(Severity Level 3)

High
(Severity Level 3)

Very High
(Severity Level 4)

Low
(Severity Level 1)

Medium
(Severity Level 2)

High
(Severity Level 3)

High
(Severity Level 3)

Low
(Severity Level 1)

Low
(Severity Level 1)

Medium
(Severity Level 2)

High
(Severity Level 3)

The event is expected to
occur in usual
circumstances (i.e. more
than 90% chance of
occurrence)
The event will probably
occur in usual
circumstances (i.e. more
than 50% chance of
occurrence)
The event may occur at
some time in usual
circumstances (i.e. less
than 50% chance of
occurrence)
The event may occur in
exceptional circumstances
(i.e. less than 10% chance
of occurrence)

RISK SEVERITY LEVEL
Severity
Level 1
(Low)

Severity
Level 2
(Medium)

Severity
Level 3
(High)

People & Safety

Near miss/Potential impact.
No medical review or first
aid required.

Minor injury requiring initial
first aid level care

Injury or illness requiring
medical treatment or
review

Operational

Interruption causing minor
short-term disruption or loss
of productive time from staff
member/s

Environmental

Reputational

Financial

Minimal pollution, no
environmental harm.
Potential hazard/near miss

Word of mouth /Local
negativity re organisation

No financial loss or potential
loss requiring follow up or
system change.

Interruption causing
significant short to midterm disruption to single
site

Severity
Level 4
(Very High)

Death, permanent disability or
serious injury requiring
ongoing medical treatment.

Interruption causing
significant short to midterm disruption to multiple
sites

Interruption causing extreme
long-term disruption to multiple
sites

Minor release of pollutants
and/or medical waste
resulting in minor, shortterm environmental harm

Significant release of
pollutants and/or medical
waste requiring mid-term
environmental recovery

Significant long-term
environmental harm

Reporting in local QLD
media and / or social
media

Reporting in local QLD or
national media in excess
of one day and/ or
Government inquiry

Major national headlines over
several days and/ or
Government intervention

Financial loss between
$50,000 and $100,000

Financial loss in excess of
$100,000

Financial loss less than
$50,000

9. RISK MITIGATION AND RISK CONTROLS
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Risk Controls are processes, policies and procedures implemented within an organisation to
mitigate and manage risk to a tolerable/acceptable level. Each identified risk should have controls
in place to mitigate risk.
The following types of actions can be used to mitigate a risk, either by reducing the likelihood of it
occurring, or reducing the consequences/impact if it did occur:
 Risk Avoidance – considers stopping the activity or finding alternative methods to eliminate
the risk. Council does not believe in this option and other risk mitigation strategies will be
exhausted prior to Executive endorsement.
 Risk Reduction – putting procedures and controls in place to reduce the risk or its frequency
and severity. It focuses on the formulation of a contingency plan to reduce the impact of the
risk where the likelihood is low, but the impact is high. Processes such as audit and
compliance programs, preventative maintenance, and training of employees have been
included in the design of Councils’ risk management process to reduce the likelihood of risks
being realized by the organisation. Executive Management has ensured that controls are in
place such as contingency plans, evacuation procedures or structural barriers to reduce the
consequences of certain risks.
 Risk Transfer – is used where third parties are involved and includes simple practices like
taking out insurance policies, outsourcing activities or moving operations to a better location
and where necessary the inclusion of indemnity clauses written into contract to protect the
organisation.
 Risk Tolerance – in this instance Executive Management will closely monitor the risk to
ensure its potential impact does not change. It will be tolerated at an acceptable level
determined by Executive Management. Further mitigation may be required if circumstances
change.

10. CONTROLS ASSESSMENT
As part of the risk management process, all controls for each risk on the Risk Register should be
assessed for effectiveness in accordance with risk review timeframes.
Where a controls assessment has been completed, this should be documented within the ‘Controls
Assessment’ section of the Risk Register.
Where controls have been assessed and found to be ineffective, partially effective or a control
breakdown has been identified, a treatment/action plan should be documented within the Risk
Register, and agreed with/reviewed by the Director. This is documented in the ‘Actions’ section of
the Risk Register.
A breakdown in controls increases the Residual risk rating. Where controls have been assessed
as effective, this reduces the Residual risk rating.
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11. RISK REVIEW AND REPORTING
FRAMEWORK
RISK /
SEVERITY
RATING

RISK REVIEW
TIMELINE
(Existing risks)

Low
Severity 1

18 months

ESCALATION PROCESS
(Newly identified risks)



Medium
Severity 2

12 months






High
Severity 3

9 months




Very High
Severity 4

6 months



Be aware of the risk and manage it locally and where appropriate
maintain current controls.
Escalated to relevant Manager who will manage the risk locally
and review current controls and develop an appropriate
mitigation strategy.
Where controls fail or are deemed inadequate the Manager will
report to the relevant Director and a formal Risk Mitigation Plan
developed.
Director will be informed regularly by Manager until risk is
reduced to acceptable levels.
Escalated to relevant Director within two (2) business days of
identifying the risk.
Risk Mitigation Plan developed, and CEO will approve the Risk
Mitigation Plan, and this is to be implemented within 6 months of
approval.
Director will update the CEO and Executive Management on the
progress of the mitigation plan until risk levels are reduced to
acceptable levels.
Escalated immediately to the relevant Director who will inform the
CEO and establish/develop an action plan within 24 – 72 hours of
escalation.
CEO will approve the Risk Mitigation Plan and there will be
immediate commencement of the implementation of the
approved Risk Mitigation Plan.
CEO will inform the Audit and Risk Committee and the Council
respectively and present the mitigation plan.
Risk will be closely monitored by Executive Management until it is
reduced to acceptable levels and provide regular updates to the
Audit and Risk Committee and the Council.

12. COMMUNICATION
In order to be effective, the Council Risk Management Framework has been communicated to all
staff and it is readily available on the intranet. This is to ensure that there is a shared knowledge of
the organisation’s risk culture and how risks are handled.
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13. REVIEW
Continuous improvement is strategically integrated within Councils’ strategic objectives. Executive
Management is responsible for continual improvement of the Risk Management Framework as
delegated by the Audit and Risk Committee.

14. RELATED DOCUMENTS
 Risk Management Policy
 Risk Matrix Summary

15. APPENDIX A. RISK REGISTER TEMPLATE
The below Risk Register is provided as an exemplar only. All identified risks are to be transferred
and maintained in an online Risk Register.
RI
SK
ID
#

Risk

Causes

Name /
Descriptio
n

What could
cause this
risk to
occur?

Consequence
s
What
consequences
could there be
if this occurs?
(Consider cost,
time, quality,
business,
safety,
reputation or
environment)

INHERENT

Controls

Risk Rating

What risk
mitigation /
treatment
strategies are
in place?

With no
controls in
place, what is
rating of this
risk?

L

C

RR

Control
Effectivenes
s

RESIDUAL

Risk Owner

Risk Rating

Rate how
effective are
current
controls (i.e.
Highly
effective,
Effective,
Partially
Effective,
Ineffective)

After controls
are
implemented,
what level of
risk remains?

(Responsible
Executive &
Responsible
Manager)

L

C

RR

Acronyms: (see Council Risk Matrix).
L – Likelihood (i.e. Very Unlikely, Unlikely, Likely, Very Likely)
C – Consequence (i.e. Minor, Moderate, Major, Extreme).
RR - Risk Rating - (Low, Medium, High, Very High)
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Audit and Risk Committee Meeting
4 March 2019
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MINUTES OF COOK SHIRE COUNCIL
AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD AT THE ADMINISTRATION CENTRE, 10 FURNEAUX STREET, COOKTOWN
ON MONDAY, 4 MARCH 2019 AT 9.30AM
1

ATTENDANCE

In Attendance: Cr Alan Wilson (Chair), Cr Kaz Price, Carolyn Eagle (Independent Member)
Present: Mayor Peter Scott, Cr Robyn Holmes (Deputy Mayor), Linda Cardew (Chief Executive
Officer), Eric Brown (Director Organisational Business Services), Julianne Meier (Finance
Manager), Darryl Crees (Acting Governance and Risk Manager)
2

APOLOGIES

Nil
3

CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/1
Moved:
Cr Alan Wilson
Seconded: By General Consensus
That the minutes of the Ordinary Meeting held on 18 April 2018 cannot be confirmed as only one
member of the previous Risk Management Committee is present.
CARRIED
4

BUSINESS ARISING

5

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

6

INTRODUCTION OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS

7

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER – UPDATE (VERBAL)

8

AGENDA ITEMS

At 9.35 am, Ms Carolyn Eagle left the meeting.
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ENGAGEMENT LETTER - INDEPENDENT MEMBER

1.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/2

Moved:
Cr Alan Wilson
Seconded: Cr Kaz Price
That the Committee resolves to engage the services of Pacifica Chartered Accountants to provide
the service of the Independent Member as required by the Audit and Risk Committee Charter.
CARRIED
At 9.39 am, Ms Carolyn Eagle returned to the meeting.
8.2

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE CHARTER

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/3
Moved:
Cr Kaz Price
Seconded: Cr Alan Wilson
That the Committee resolves to note the tabled Audit and Risk Management Charter and if
required recommend any changes to the document to Council to reflect the functions of the
Committee.
Independent Member Carolyn Eagle moved an amendment to the original recommendation as
follows:
That the following amendments be made to Section 2 of the Audit and Risk Committee Charter:
1)

allow for the provision of two (2) proxy members by Council;

2)

membership of the Committee will consist of two (2) Councillors, not three;

3)

wording of Section 2.1 to be amended to reflect Council’s use of proxies.

The amendment was put and declared by Cr Alan Wilson .
CARRIED
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PROPOSED ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

2.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/4

Moved:
Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
Seconded: Cr Kaz Price
That the Committee resolves to:
1.

Recommend to Council that it repeal the current Enterprise Risk Management Policy as
adopted in 2017.

2.

Recommend to Council that it adopt the proposed Risk Management Policy and Risk
Management Framework as Council’s new Enterprise Risk Management framework.

3.

Note the proposed process for the development of a strategic risk register and operational
risk register by 30 June 2019.
CARRIED

8.4

INTERNAL AUDIT STRATEGIC PLAN AND PROPOSED AUDITS FOR 2018/19

3.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/5

Moved:
Cr Kaz Price
Seconded: Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
That the Audit and Risk Committee resolve:
1.

To approve the proposed internal audit work plan for the 2018/19 financial year, as
identified in the body of this report, which is based on clear operational risks identified
within the organisation, including specifically the prioritisation of the payroll audit.

2.

To approve the proposed scope for the Payroll audit and Procurement and Contract
Management audit prepared by Crowe Horwath for completion in April/May 2019.
CARRIED
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INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRAM 2017/18 - COMPLETED AUDIT REPORTS

4.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/6

Moved:
Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
Seconded: Cr Kaz Price
That the Audit and Risk Committee resolves:
1. To note the information in the completed internal audits for Procurement, Contract
Management and Related Parties in particular noting the progress towards the completion
of the items identified within both audits.
2. To request the Director of Organisational Business Services to prepare a further report on
the completion of the items identified within both internal audits by the end of the 2019
Calendar year.
CARRIED

8.6

EXTERNAL AUDIT PLAN - 2018/19 FINANCIAL YEAR

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/7
Moved:
Cr Alan Wilson
Seconded: Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
That the Audit and Risk Committee note the proposed external audit timeline, for the 2018/19
financial statements, provided by Altius CA, Council’s external auditors.
CARRIED

8.7

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE WORK PLAN 2019

5.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/8

Moved:
Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
Seconded: Cr Kaz Price
That the Audit and Risk Committee resolve to adopt the proposed work plan, attachment 1, for
the 2019 year.
CARRIED
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2017/2018 AUDIT FINAL MANAGEMENT LETTER

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/9
Moved:
Cr Alan Wilson
Seconded: Cr Kaz Price
That the Audit and Risk Committee resolves to note the 2017/2018 Final Management Letter and
Queensland Audit Office Closing report issued by the Queensland Audit Office on 30 January 2019
and 12 October 2018 respectively, along with the clear progress towards the items raised within
this letter.
Cr Kaz Price moved an amendment to the original recommendation as follows:
That the numbering errors in the Audit and Risk Committee report be rectified, ie 7’s have been
replaced with 8’s.
The amendment was put and declared by Cr Alan Wilson .
CARRIED

8.9

PROPOSED BUDGET PREPARATION TIMELINE 2019/20

6.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/10

Moved:
Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
Seconded: Cr Kaz Price
That the Audit and Risk Committee note the timeline identified in attachment 1, for the
preparation of the 2019/20 Operational Plan including the focus on multiple Councillor workshops
to increase the ability of elected members to have input in the budgeting process.
CARRIED

8.10

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE MEETING DATES 2019

7.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/11

Moved:
Cr Kaz Price
Seconded: Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
That the Committee resolves to adopt the proposed 2019 meeting dates for the Audit and Risk
Committee in accordance with the requirements listed in item 3.1 of the Audit and Risk
Committee Charter.
CARRIED
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CONTROLLED DOCUMENT (POLICY) REGISTER UPDATE

8.

COMMITTEE RESOLUTION 2019/12

Moved:
Cr Kaz Price
Seconded: Independent Member Carolyn Eagle
That the Audit and Risk Committee note the attached administrative instruction, associated
templates and the progress towards the establishment of a controlled document process for the
management of controlled documents within Council.
CARRIED
9

GENERAL BUSINESS

The Meeting closed at 11.34am.
The minutes of this meeting were confirmed at the Audit and Risk Committee Meeting held on .
...................................................
CHAIRPERSON
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arts and culture POlICY
INTENT
The purpose of this Policy is to provide a framework for Cook Shire Council (Council) to
develop and support arts, culture and heritage to engage with and enrich the lives of our
residents and visitors, whilst creating a community focus on arts, culture and heritage.
Council acknowledges that arts and culture form one of the major pillars of any sustainable
economy and commits to working with the community to pursue economic advantage for
the region, whilst preserving those unique features of our heritage, culture and artistic
endeavours that reflect the Shire’s community, its character and its strengths.

SCOPE
This policy will provide a framework through which the results of regular community
consultation can be applied to identify and refine arts and cultural strategic initiatives.
These initiatives will help shape the Arts and Cultural Strategy/Plan to reflect the arts and
cultural priorities of the community and serve as a foundation for Council’s arts funding
initiatives.
This policy is designed to assist Council in making decisions and determining how resources
will be invested to support the specific needs of local people and their communities.
This policy applies to all Councillors and employees of Council, including contractors, agents
and volunteers.
The policy will provide guidance for the assessment of applications to Council funding
programs.
This policy reflects the strategic direction as established in:
- Cook Shire Community Plan 2011- 2021;
- Cook Shire Council Corporate Plan 2017-2022; and
- Cook Shire Council Annual Operational Plans.
This policy has the potential to be supplemented by additional policies as appropriate.
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PROVISIONS
This policy should be considered in conjunction with;
 Cook Shire Council Community Plan 2011 – 2021;
 Cook Shire Council Corporate Plan 2017-2022;
 Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme;
 Cook Shire Council Public Art Policy;
 Cook Shire Council Annual Operational Plan;
 Cook Shire Council Arts and Cultural Strategy;
 Cook Shire Council Community Grants and Support Program General Policy; and
 Cook Shire Council Plaques Memorials and Monuments Policy.

DEFINITIONS
Throughout this document the terms arts, culture and heritage are used in a broad sense to
include all traditional, new and emerging forms of artistic expression, cultural and heritage
activities.
Arts refers to any and all activates pertaining to creative practices and products of creative
expression, and or the application of creative skill and imagination. This includes but is not
limited to painting, sculpture, music, dance, festivals, theatre and film.
Culture refers to the cumulative repository of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values,
attitudes, meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial relations, concepts
of the universe, and material objects and possessions acquired by a group of people in the
course of generations through individual and group endeavour.
Heritage refers to treasured property such as historic buildings, artwork, books and
manuscripts and other artefacts that have been passed down from previous generations.
They are of special value and are worthy of preservation.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The following principles underpin Council’s commitment to the provision of its arts, cultural
and heritage activities:
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 The cultural vitality of Cook Shire is expressed in the arts, cultural and heritage pursuits
of its people and is the key to a proud sense of identity, resilience, harmony and
economic diversity;
 Building the capacity of local artists and art organisations to strengthen the community;
 Respecting cultural diversity to make the arts more relevant, dynamic, innovative, and
inclusive - encouraging mutual respect and social harmony; and
 Artistic excellence is encouraged to lead to artistic work with the highest skill, quality,
safety, sustainability, relevance, vibrancy and value for money.

POLICY
1.

Council recognises that arts and culture plays an important role in individual and
community wellbeing and the formation and expression of identity.
Council will encourage, facilitate and support:
1.1. Participation;
1.2. Diversity in arts, cultural and heritage activities; and
1.3. Accessibility and inclusiveness.

2.

Council recognises that arts and culture play an important role in economic
diversification, growth and development.
Council will encourage, facilitate and support:
2.1. Cultural and heritage tourism;
2.2. Improved standards and best practice in art form skills, organisational
governance and enterprise readiness;
2.3. Collaboration and the development of partnerships within the arts and
cultural sector; and
2.4. The sustainability of arts, cultural and heritage enterprises.

3.

Council will take an active role in promoting and protecting our cultural and
heritage assets.
3.1. Council will facilitate and maintain partnerships with relevant arts and
tourism bodies.
3.2. Council will encourage, facilitate and support community groups assisting
with the preservation the Shire’s cultural heritage.
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Council will ensure it meets relevant state and national legislative
requirements:
i. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003;
ii. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984;
iii. Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999;
iv. Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976;
v. Queensland Native Title Act 1993;
vi. Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act 1986;
vii. Queensland Heritage Act 1992; and
viii. Torres Strait Islander Cultural Heritage Act 2003.

MEASUREMENT OF SUCCESS
The outcomes of this Policy can be measured by:
 Increased access to and satisfaction with a number of quality arts and cultural
experiences delivered in Cook Shire;
 Increased number of arts development opportunities available to the local residents
and arts and cultural sector;
 Strong community of arts with quality partnerships between the arts and culture
sector, communities, businesses and non-arts sector; and
 Increased level of active participation by Cook Shire residents in local arts and
cultural activities.

THIS POLICY IS TO REMAIN IN FORCE UNTIL OTHERWISE DETERMINED BY COUNCIL
Officer Responsible for Review:

Director Community, Economy and Innovation

Adoption Date:
Review Date:
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public art POlICY
INTENT
Cook Shire is home to a vibrant visual and performing arts community, who contribute to
the enrichment of the Shire in many ways, including the design and production of significant
art works for public spaces.
This Policy seeks to provide a framework for the development, planning, acquisition,
maintenance, decommissioning and integration of public art across the Cook Shire region.
The Policy also seeks to ensure all proposed public art contributes to making our public
spaces inviting and well-planned and complements the Shire’s natural assets.

SCOPE
Cook Shire Council (Council) recognises the role of public art in contributing to a sense of
identity and the enrichment of community life across the Cape for residents and for visitors.
This Policy is intended to provide guidance for Council in the commissioning, management,
implementation, maintenance and decommissioning of public art in the Shire.
This Policy provides guidance for arts and cultural workers in the proposition, design and
production of public art. Additionally, this policy provides guidance for Council in evaluating
proposals for public art and public art projects.
For the purposes of this Policy, public art encompasses artistic elements of large scale
infrastructure and memorials that incorporate sculptural relief or may be considered an
artistic work.
Council is committed to the development of public art across the Shire and will investigate
opportunities to devote a percentage of overall project costs to public art.

PROVISIONS
This policy supplements Council’s Arts and Culture Policy.
This policy should be considered in conjunction with:
 Cook Shire Council Community Plan 2011 – 2021;
 Cook Shire Council Corporate Plan 2017-2022;
 Cook Shire Council Annual Operational Plan;
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 Cook Shire Council Arts and Culture Policy;
 Cook Shire Council Arts and Cultural Strategy;
 Cook Shire Council Planning Scheme;
 Cook Shire Council Plaques Memorials and Monuments Policy;
 Cook Shire Council Procurement Policy;
 Cook Shire Council Asset Disposal Policy;
 Cook Shire Council Community Grants and Support Program General Policy; and
 Cook Shire Council WHS Policy.

DEFINITIONS
Public Art
Public art, in the broadest sense, is art or design work located in public spaces outside of
traditional galleries and museums.
These public spaces may be indoor or outdoor and are generally categorised by being easily
accessible to the public. These may include public buildings such as libraries and social
spaces such as parks.
The art may take on a variety of forms including, but not limited to, sculpture, paintings,
photography, murals, text, installation, multimedia, sound and light works and
performances. It may be permanent or temporary.
Public art is planned and executed with intention of being staged in a public space and
experienced by the general public.
Monuments
Monuments are statues, buildings or other structures explicitly created to commemorate a
notable person and/or event.
Memorials are an object established in memory of a person or event. On occasions
memorials may incorporate sculptural elements and would be considered an artistic work,
covered by this policy. If not, please refer to Council’s Plaques, Memorials and Monuments
Policy.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The following principles underpin Council’s commitment to the provision of a vibrant,
diverse and well-planned public art collection:
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Create distinctive places through arts and cultural activities that will generate a sense of
identity, belonging, shared ownership and engagement;
Prioritise local artists, providing employment opportunities and building the capacity of the
region’s local artists and art organisations, which will increase the resilience and skills of the
local region’s creative industries;
Install quality and vibrant public art that will enrich the community and build a sense of
shared history, connectedness and ownership and will act as tourism attractions, drawing
visitors to the region and contributing to the local economy; and
Maintain and Manage Council’s collection of public artworks across the Shire.

POLICY
1.

Acquisition of Public Art
Acquisition of public art will be achieved through the following methods:
1.1.

Artist Call Out and Expression of Interest:
i. Open Competition - where artists respond to an advertised Expression of
Interest (EOI) to provide a schematic response to a project brief. Shortlisted artists or teams may then be invited to further develop conceptual
designs for a fee and a preferred artist is selected;
ii. Limited Competition - where specific artists are invited to submit
proposals in response to a project brief.
All EOIs will be established in consultation with a relevant committee. This
committee will be made up of a combination of staff and community members
relevant to the project. The committee will also be called to assess the submissions
in accordance with the Assessment Criteria and make recommendations based on all
artists’ submissions.
1.2.

2.

Direct procurement of a particular completed art piece – designed for small
scale projects and at the discretion of the Chief Executive Officer, a delegated
Council employee or Councillors.

All proposals for public art and monuments must be submitted to Council for
assessment and approval prior to commencement
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Proposals are to be submitted to Council for assessment by appropriate staff and
relevant Council or advisory groups taking account of the following considerations,
including but not limited to:
• Extent to which the proposal complies with and responds to the brief
A detailed design should be submitted as part of the response to the brief in a
visual format, which gives the assessment committee sufficient information to
assess its artistic merit. A conceptual statement about the proposed artwork
describing the relationship between it and the project brief should also be
submitted. The committee will use the detailed design and conceptual statement
to assess the extent to which they comply with and respond to the brief, as well
as the artistic merit of the proposal;
•

Health and safety
Location (including any underground plumbing or electrical work), materials,
size, construction and installation methods and any relevant local, state and
national regulations;

•

Sustainability and maintenance requirements
Location and materials (taking into account exposure to the elements and
interactions with the audience if applicable), expected life span of work, financial
and physical maintenance requirements, installation costs, insurance and risk
management;

•

Community support, suitability and cultural sensitivity
Evidence of community consultation and support for the work, that it is respectful
of any relevant community groups, reflective of local community values, and that
it stands in consideration of and harmony with the surrounding built environment
and does not detract from the Shire’s natural assets; and

•

Project management
Capacity to ensure project is delivered to scope, budget, time and quality
considerations.

3.

Decommissioning of Public Art
In certain circumstances, it may be necessary for a public art work to be relocated,
stored or disposed of because of health and safety considerations, significant
changes in contemporary values or substantial capital works, significant
deterioration of the works and/or changes to Council’s Planning Schemes.
With appropriate community consultation, as detailed in Council’s Community
Engagement Policy, disposal will occur in accordance with Council’s Disposal of
Assets Policy.
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In determining the need to remove or relocate a work of art from public display the
following factors will be considered:
• Public health and safety – the artwork poses a serious risk to individuals, and
or the wider community;
• The condition of the artwork – the artwork is no longer considered safe and/
or requires an excessive amount of maintenance;
• The location of the work – the location is no longer appropriate in line with
new development or redesign of streetscape/landscape features;
• The aesthetic quality of the work – the work no longer meets functional or
aesthetic requirements.
Decommissioning processes can include:
• Relocation of the artwork to a more suitable location;
• Selling the artwork;
• Donation of the artwork;
• Disposing of the artwork.
If a work is to be decommissioned, every effort will be made to provide that artist
with at least 30 days’ notice of the Council’s intent. Decisions concerning the
decommissioning process will be made in consultation with the artist.
In the event that the work is to be disposed of, the artist will be given the option to
acquire the work.
4.

Lending of Collections
Council may lend any of their works where requested to a suitable organisation or
community group, upon application.

5.

Public Art Management
Council will conduct regular reviews of the ongoing appropriateness of public art
pieces. It will implement appropriate measures for the care, maintenance and
decommissioning of public art under Council control. This will also include addressing
matters relating to protocols and procedures for cultural heritage, moral rights,
copyright, intellectual property and authenticity.
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MEASUREMENT OF SUCCESS
The outcomes of this Policy will be measured by:
 Community acceptance and appreciation of the completed public art piece, postinstallation;
 The number of public art installations in public spaces within the Shire that are
economically and environmentally sustainable and well-maintained;
 The level of engagement from local residents in public art processes;
 Recognition of Cook Shire public art pieces from outside the Shire by tourists, media
or in public forums; and
 Increased capacity and employment of local artists and art organisations in the
public art process.

THIS POLICY IS TO REMAIN IN FORCE UNTIL OTHERWISE DETERMINED BY COUNCIL
Officer Responsible for Review:

Director Community, Economy and Innovation

Adoption Date:
Review Date:
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